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Aims

• To give a clearer picture of exemplar 
work within the specified mark bands

• To identify expectations from the 
Principal Moderator about what could be 
seen in the higher mark bands

• To give a sense of what iterative design 
could look like
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PART ONE:

Identifying and 
outlining possibilities 

for design



Identification and 
investigation of a 
design possibility

Grid 1
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Investigation of needs 
and research

Grid 2
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Design Brief

The British School of Paris is planning to 
build a riverside café along the banks of the 

Seine. This will be open to students and 
members of the public alike. The intention 

is to offer refreshment to visitors who, whilst 
they take in the views, can also enjoy the 

exhibitions and of art and design work 
completed by the students of the BSP.

A design proposal is required for the new 
restaurant/café; which is to be sited  in front 
of the existing school building on the banks 

of the Seine where a public access way 
crosses the site. Sustainability is a driving 

force behind the project and should be 
considered at every stage.

• What will the size of the café be?
• What space will be needed for the displays

• Will there be outdoor areas as well?
• Will an name or signage be needed

• What security issues will 
need to be faced?

• Is the orientation of the 
building important?

• Does the building have to 
look like its function? 

Will the site pose 
any significant 

problems?
Is the river’s 
proximity an 

issue?
Will the path 
need to be 

incorporated into 
the design?

Will there be 
any 

restriction on 
building 

materials or 
style having 
to comply 

with 
surrounding 

buildings

• What issues of sustainability will need to be considered
• What sustainable materials can be considered contemporary?

• What energy and consumable issues will need to be considered?
• Is power regeneration a possible consideration?

Will a contemporary 
form be acceptable 

to the client?
Will contemporary 
materials be in line 

with the surrounding 
buildings.?

Will sustainability 
need to be a major 

consideration?
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Specification

Grid 3



Design Brief
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The British School of Paris require a new facility for providing 
visitors and students refreshments during the day. 

The facility will need to provide light meals of a café type as well as 
snacks and refreshments. The target groups will be students and 
visitors and should have easy access for both. The exhibiting of 
displays of art and design work will also need to be catered for 

within the building.  

Externally the building has to bridge the towpath (public right of 
way) and the school grounds. The head teacher has specifically 
requested that it needs to be a structural statement, that gives a 

good impression of the school, with interest being aroused because 
of its design. Sustainability is to be considered at all levels, this is 

specifically to be related through modernist and green architectural 
themes. It will be sited on a designated south facing site on the 

north bank of the seine and should utilise the full sun that aspect is 
likely to receive and the views facing the site on the south bank.

Visuals of the intended site and 
surroundings.
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PART TWO:

Designing a prototype



Design ideas

Grid 4
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Development of design 
ideas

Grid 5
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Final Design Solution

Grid 6



FINAL DESIGN
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Designer Review Client Review
Function • The permanency of the structure as required by the specification is obvious with this design.

• It can be seen from the interior plan views that the design accommodates for both café and 
display area.

• The building should be single floored, this design is.
• There should be sufficient room for the furniture and commercial equipment of the café, I 

believe this can be seen from the plan views.

The building meets the functional 
requirements of the brief and will I believe 
accommodate the visitors and students alike.

Form • The structure has a modernist look and is inspired by aspects of green architecture, with green 
roof and water collection being key

• Nature has inspired the design through the prolific use of stone and the green timber 
architectural features.

• The geometric roof structure has a particular link to the modernist designs that were requested 
at the start of the project.

I think the design is extraordinary. The 
building is geometric, modern looking and 
indeed a work of wart in itself. I agree that the 
use of the modern materials and the geometry 
gives a very contemporary feel to the building, 
softened nicely by the green roof.

User 
requirements

• A seating area is required outside the building; this has been made available in the form of an 
enclosed patio or private enclosed seating area.

• Passive systems have been considered and the large facing windows of the design allow for 
maximum heat absorption form the passing sun.

• In addition to this the natural light form the sun will be maximised due to the orientation of the 
building and the passage of the sun.

• Quiet spaces and outside seating have been made available in the design.

The seating area is  not as big as I had hoped 
for, but the aspect of providing a quiet private 
area is nice, I imagine we could add e]seating 
to the outside of the building in some other 
area.

Sustainability • The building has used, as far as possible, sustainable materials and or natural materials that are in 
abundance. There is clearly a necessity to use some steel and even UVPC in the window 
construction, but as far as is feasible this building will be a sustainable construction.

• The roof structure has ample opportunity for the addition of solar panels to enable the 
production of electricity.

The whole retention of energy element to this 
building with the use of insulating materials 
and maximising the free energy from the sun 
is excellent, so often over looked by the use of 
the main constructional materials
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The geodesic nature of the roof construction means I would have some 
difficulty in manufacturing this by hand, as gaps would be difficult to 
avoid – hence I will use the 3d printer to manufacture this part of the 
model. I will than add a finish to it make it more realistically look like 

the intended roof.

The flat roof elements need to be cut easily and provide a good finish 
to their edges. Some of these components could be laser cut or be cut 

by hand, but plywood would provide the answer for both

Walls and windows will be prepared by hand or laser cut according to 
needs, some walls will need individual fitting so will be prepared by 

hand cut and fitted. Windows will be in acrylic so that they can be seen 
through. These are glued in place with contact adhesive

The louvre doors fitted at the end of the building will need to replicate 
the slats of the louvres, this will need to be done with some fairly 

detailed laser cutting on plywood.

The underside of the model base board will require a river bed 
to be constructed and sloping terrain tot represent the banks of 
the river. This is best constructed using a box construction to 

proved a base for the whole structure and then hiding this with 
slabs of MDF staggered to create a slope..

There are 
aspects oft 
his model 
that will 

require a 
variety of 

architectural 
papers to 

imitate 
various 

materials, 
but I will 

attempt to 
create some 

of the 
physical 

look myself 
using the 

laser cutter 
to engrave 
or will add 

other 
modelling 

materials to 
add texture
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The drawings below show the building plan, the model is  built at a scale of 1:50 
hence the model footprint will be 460mm x  280mm this is the basic building, but 
the model base board will be in the region of 600mm x 400mm to include part of the 
river and surrounding area.

The cost of the base board will be less than £1 but the additional components will 
be thicker hence more expensive and are likely to add up to twice the area of the 
base. 600 x 400 x 2 =  480,000 mm2

This would be approximately 1/6th of a full12mm MDF board, which costs £28
Total cost of this element would then be £4.60.
The remaining components are much less significant and the estimates according 
to my Cad files equate to two full sized laser ply boards @ £3.20 and approximately 
500mm x 70 mm  (35000 mm2) of clear acrylic, full sheet being £10 this equates to 
around 60p.  

The total cost of the materials (plywood and acrylic, 
would amount to around £10, this does not include the 
cost of the resin for the roof, estimated to be around 
£8.00. The additional papers and cards to be used to 
enhance the model are not ,likely to be significant and 
the entire coast is likely to come in budget under £25.
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Review of development 
and final idea

Grid 7
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Communication of 
Ideas

Grid 8
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PART THREE:

Making a final 
prototype



Making a Final 
Prototype

Tools and Equipment

Grid 9
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Making a Final 
Quality and Accuracy

Grid 10
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PART FOUR:

Evaluating own design 
and prototype



Testing and evaluation

Grid 11
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There’s so much 
more to learn

Find out more about our range of events at 
http://qualifications.pearson.com/training

http://qualifications.pearson.com/training
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